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Pedal through the history of Roman Britain in northern England

HADRIAN'S CYCLEWAY
Coast-to-coast cycling from Ravenglass to South Shields
by Rachel Crolla, Carl McKeating
From forts with stunning coastal views to milecastles beneath dramatic cliffs,
Hadrian's Cycleway showcases the best vestiges of Roman Britain within the
beautiful landscape of northern England. This guide offers the opportunity to
discover Hadrian's Wall World Heritage Site from the relative comfort of your
bicycle seat, visiting world famous sites including Vindolanda Roman Fort
and Sycamore Gap. Usually completed from west to east over three days, the
174-mile route is a fantastic ride for cyclists of all abilities who want to
immerse themselves in history and picturesque scenery.
Beginning at Glannaventa Roman Fort in Ravenglass and finishing at Arbeia
Roman Fort in South Shields, Hadrian's Cycleway predominantly uses minor
roads and peaceful cycle paths as it winds along the Cumbrian coast before
crossing into Northumberland National Park and the Tyne Valley. The route
passes through many towns and villages with brilliant tearooms and places
to stay, outlined in the guide's extensive accommodation listings.
Although usually completed from west to east over three days, this guide
provides plenty of options for other itineraries to suit various time
allowances and abilities. These include a two-day 'Wall Only' ride from
Bowness-on-Solway to South Shields and a 'More Wall Alternative' to the
official route of Day 2, as well as how to reverse the ride and cycle from east
to west to suit cyclists starting in South Shields. With advice on carrying your
equipment, suitable types of bike and transport options to and from the
route, this guidebook provides all the information needed to make the most
out of a trip discovering the delights of Hadrian's Cycleway.
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• 1:100,000 mapping, comprehensive route description and profiles for each
stage of the main itinerary
• A wealth of insights about historical sites along the route
• Detailed listings of bike shops and cyclist-friendly facilities
About the authors
Carl McKeating and Rachel Crolla live on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales. They
had their earliest cycling adventures together as teenagers in 1994, and learnt
the hard way by carrying camping gear for nine days on their first extended cycle
tour round the north of England in 1996. In 2018, Rachel's guide Cycling the
Way of the Roses (Cicerone) was published; her work on the book inspired Carl
to ride the whole 170-mile tour in day. The couple have enjoyed fostering a love
of cycling in their two children and included many family cycle routes in their
recent book, Outdoor Adventures with Children: Lake District (Cicerone, 2019).
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• A three-day main itinerary of 50–60
miles, ideal for a long weekend
• Suitable for year round cycling, but best
between April and October
• Historically rich cycle route through
Hadrian's Wall World Heritage Site
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